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PREFACE 

 

This book is dedicated to extending the capabilities of a powerful suite of Web authoring 

tools – Hot Potatoes1, by Half-Baked Software Inc. and the University of Victoria 

Humanities Computing and Media Centre. It is intended to help you make the best use 

of the Hot Potatoes suite so that you maximize the learning opportunities for your 

students. 

Hot Potatoes has been popular with teachers for years. Exercises created with Hot 

Potatoes are intended as self-exploratory learning activities where learners get feedback 

on wrong answers, and they can have multiple attempts at finding the right answer to 

each question. 

The recipes you will find in this book are both simple tricks and more complex code 

implementations to bring more interactivity into the exercises created with Hot Potatoes 

as well as using Hot Potatoes in Moodle. 

 

Introduction 

What this book covers 

Chapter 1, Tweaking the interface deals with modifications to the layout of the exercises 

so that presentation features are used to enhance learning. 

Chapter 2, Embedding multimedia shows various ways of adding value through using 

audio and video in the exercises. 

Chapter 3, Pedagogical recipes presents pedagogically motivated modifications based 

on theories of learning and cognition. 

Chapter 4, Resources features a Taxonomy of over 90 exercise types with Hot Potatoes 

enhanced with links to a support site http://hotpot.ewbooks.info where you can view 

demo files, working examples from the Taxonomy. The last section in this chapter also 

provides references to the software and internet resources mentioned in the book. 

                                                             
1 HotPotatoes - http://hotpot.uvic.ca  

http://hotpot.ewbooks.info/
http://hotpot.uvic.ca/
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What you need to have already done 

To follow this book you need to have, in the first place, Hot Potatoes installed on your 

computer, as well as an HTML Editor. 

You will be required to work with code: xHTML, CSS and sometimes JavaScript. This 

means that you have familiarized yourself with the "Hacking workshops" and know what 

and which files we are referring to. 

So check these out: 

 Hacking Hot Potatoes: A detailed workshop with ten examples  
(http://hotpot.uvic.ca/howto/hacking_workshop/index.htm) 

 How to edit the source files  
(http://hotpot.uvic.ca/howto/editsource.htm) 

 Documentation of source files and placeholders 
(http://hotpot.uvic.ca/howto/sourcefiles.xml) 

The tutorials at http://hotpot.uvic.ca/tutorials6.php are a good starting point for your 

own modifications. As you work your way through this book, though, you will find out 

how easy it is to customize your exercises. 

The modifications of the exercises in most cases require that you work directly with 

code, so you will need an HTML Editor. My recommendations are Notepad++2 for 

Windows and TextWrangler3 for Mac. 

Conventions 

In this book different styles of text and colours have been used to distinguish between 

different kinds of information. 

Code and markup words inline the text are shown as follows: lang="en", while whole 

chunks of sample code are shown in boxes and sometimes differing colour like this: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

Important words are emphasized in bold and in a different colour. 

Notes and warnings appear with a warning sign like this. 

 
Warning: Run this code as a single line! 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
2  Notepad++ is a free opens source editor. Download it from http://notepad-plus-plus.org 
3  TextWrangler - http://www.barebones.com/products/textwrangler  

http://hotpot.uvic.ca/howto/hacking_workshop/index.htm
http://hotpot.uvic.ca/howto/editsource.htm
http://hotpot.uvic.ca/howto/sourcefiles.xml
http://hotpot.uvic.ca/tutorials6.php
http://notepad-plus-plus.org/
http://www.barebones.com/products/textwrangler
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Types of files 

When talking about Hot Potatoes there are three kinds of files we refer to: 

source file - the .ht_, .cs_, and .js_ files found in the installation folder called 

'source'. 

data file - the .jmt, .jqz, and other files holding the data for the exercises, are 

referred to with their respective name, e.g. JMix, or JQuiz, etc. 

output file - .htm  files, the actual web pages containing the exercises. 

Be aware that changes and modifications to the source files are permanent and 

affect all subsequent output files generated with the program, while changes to the 

output files affect only the web page that is being modified. Most modifications in the 

recipes can be applied to either the source or the output files. 

 

Modified source files 
With time, you will most probably create a lot of modified files. It will become hard to 

remember what modifications you’ve made so make comments in the code of what you 

have modified. 

It will be also good to keep your modifications in one place so it’ll be much easier to find 

them when you need them. Never modify the original source files. Make a new 

folder and call it modified_source; keep all you modifications in there in separate 

folders. Here’s my modified source files structure: 

 

Every folder has the files that are necessary for the modified exercise. Copy the 

necessary files from the original source folder, put them in the respective folder and 

then make the customizations to the copied file(s). 

To use the modified files, click on Options and select Set source file location (or 

press Ctrl+Shift+Alt+S simultaneously), browse to the folder with the modification 

and select it, and press OK, like in this screenshot: 
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Press Ctrl+Shift+Alt+T to return to the default source folder. 

If you want this functionality more easily available, you can enable the two buttons in 

the Toolbar. Go to Options->Toolbar options and tick the two boxes Set source 

file location and Clear source file location. Two new icons will appear on the 

Toolbar. 

 
 

Absolute and relative paths 

We often refer to absolute and relative paths in the recipes. 

Absolute paths are called that because they refer to the very specific location, 

including the domain name. The absolute path to a Web element is also often referred to 

as the URL. For example, the absolute path to an mp3 file may look like this: 

http://www.domain-name.com/folder/sub-folder/file-name.mp3 
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Relative paths change depending upon what page the links are located on. There are 

several rules to creating a link using the relative path: 

- links in the same folder as the file have no path: file-name.mp3 

- sub-folders are listed without any preceding slashes: sub-folder/file-name.mp3 

- links up one folder are listed as: ../file-name.mp3 

Use relative paths for your media in the exercises because you’ll be able to move them 

from one course to another and from one Moodle to another retaining their integrity. 

Use absolute paths only if necessary or if you’re linking to external files, for example 

Youtube. 

If things are not working as expected 

These are things to check if your exercise isn’t working: 

- Do you have the latest Hot Potatoes version (v6.3 at the time of publication)? 

- Have you checked the exercise at W3C Validator http://validator.w3.org for 

errors in the code? 

- Are there no spaces in the file names and folder names? 

- Have you changed the names of media files after you created the exercise? 

- Have you moved the media files from one folder to another after you created the 

exercise? 

- Have you uploaded all media files that are necessary? 

- Are the media files in the correct folder? 

- Are the URLs to the media files pointing to the correct location? 

- Have you followed the recipe exactly? 

- If on Moodle, have you got the latest HotPot and/or QuizPort and/or taskChain 

Modules? 

If all the above is OK and your exercise is still not working, post to the Hot Potatoes 

support group on Yahoo http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/hotpotatoesusers or the 

HotPot Moodle forum http://moodle.org/mod/forum/view.php?id=1599. 

Errata 

Although every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the content of this book, 

mistakes do happen. If you find a mistake in the book – maybe a mistake in the text or 

in the code – the author would be grateful if you would report this. By doing so, you can 

save other readers from frustration and help to improve subsequent versions of this 

book. Please report errata by writing an email to support@ewbooks.info, entering 

‘errata’ as the subject line, and the details of the errata as the message. Once your errata 

are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata added to the list. 

http://validator.w3.org/
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/hotpotatoesusers/
http://moodle.org/mod/forum/view.php?id=1599
mailto:support@ewbooks.info
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CHAPTER 1 
Tweaking the interface  

 

 

This chapter deals with changes in the interface of the exercises generated by Hot 

Potatoes.  

The interface of the web page is what we interact with on screen and these are the 

elements: the layout, the navigation, the buttons, the colour scheme, white space, 

different sizes (of font, images, etc.) and anything that is associated with the visual 

design of the exercise. 

Since the changes to the interface are made in most cases through CSS, you will need an 

HTML Editor. 

In this chapter we will be tweaking the interface features of the exercises to enhance the 

design and functionality of the exercises. 
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